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Abstract: Urban green and blue infrastructure (GBI) is effective in urban heat mitigation. However, the diurnal variations in the thermal regulation of GBI on different types of urban pedestrian walkways in the subtropical humid climate zone are unclear. Based on traverse measurements in January 2022, this study investigates how outdoor air temperature (Ta) and wet-bulb temperature (Tw) at the pedestrian level are affected by various urban morphology and GBI characteristics in the central urbanized area of Guangzhou (China). Six building-related, three vegetation-related, and three water-related parameters were applied in the analyses. Results show that green infrastructure (GI) has the strongest cooling effect (Pearson’s coefficient $r = -0.33$ to $-0.54$) on $T_a$ on cloudy evenings and the weakest cooling effect ($r = -0.22$ to $-0.32$) on clear evenings. Blue infrastructure (BI) exhibits the highest correlations with the cooling effect for $T_a$ on clear afternoons ($r = -0.35$ to $-0.51$) and weaker, but more consistent, correlations throughout cloudy days ($r = -0.23$ to $-0.43$). Strong correlations between GI and Tw cooling are observed in the morning and evening on clear days ($r = -0.13$ to $-0.48$), while BI exhibits the strongest correlation with $T_w$ cooling on clear afternoons ($r = -0.13$ to $-0.37$). In addition, both GI and BI show a greater cooling effect on both $T_a$ and $T_w$ in low-rise areas compared to high-rise areas. Compared to the individual GI or BI, the integrated GBI has a higher cooling intensity for both $T_a$ and $T_w$ in high-rise areas. However, the cooling potential of integrated GBI is slightly lower for both $T_a$ and $T_w$ during noon and afternoon in low-rise areas. The findings of this study give insights into urban GBI planning and design of specific urban microclimate regulation strategies.
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1. Introduction

Urbanization has caused problems such as heat waves and urban heat islands (UHI), which may cause negative health impacts and mortality [1,2]. Urban green and blue infrastructure (GBI) offers valuable ecosystem services and acts as a countermeasure to UHI and heat waves [3]. With GBI allocated in urban areas, the intra-urban microclimate is highly heterogeneous due to spatial variations in morphology, land cover, surface materials, and anthropogenic heat emissions [4–8]. Cycling and walking have become increasingly
popular as low-carbon lifestyle choices for commuting and recreation; it is, thus, essential to improve our understanding of the heat mitigation potential of GBI on pedestrian walkways. Understanding the variations in the cooling potential of GBI across various cities and climate zones is crucial given the evolution of urbanization and climate change.

Various studies confirm that urban green infrastructure (GI) is beneficial to mitigate the UHI effect [9,10]. Street trees decrease the pedestrian level air temperature by shadowing and evapotranspiration in a limited space and continuous GI can form the so-called urban cooling island (UCI). Among various types of GI, urban parks as the major GI exhibit the particular park cooling effect (PCE) [11] and even form park cooling islands (PCI) [12]. The extent and the intensity of cooling are usually used to quantify the cooling effect of GI, which is reported to be controlled by a series of indicators such as vegetation types, the area and shape of green space, the tree coverage ratio, and the arrangement of vegetation cover, etc. [13–15]. A meta-analysis shows that, on average, the daytime temperature reduction is 0.94 °C based on studies covering 26 effect sizes of parks, while the nighttime temperature reduction is 1.15 °C based on 12 effect sizes [14]. Usually, GI with high tree coverage ratios is found to have greater cooling effects than those with scattered and fragmented greening and very small green spaces provide a weak cooling effect for air temperature (e.g., ~0.3 °C in London) [16]. For example, green spaces > 2 ha can reduce the surface urban heat island (SUHI) by ~2 °C in a subtropical city [17]. The overall patch shapes of green spaces also affect the cooling effect on land surface temperature (LST) [17,18]. Moreover, the background climates, e.g., the prevailing wind flow and direction, also influence the cooling effect of GI [9,19,20]. For instance, urban parks at low latitudes show greater cooling effects, and the extent of the cooling effect on canopy urban heat islands (CUHI) can range from 20 to 440 m at night depending on background meteorological conditions [20].

With high thermal inertia and through evaporative cooling, the water bodies, or the blues spaces, could provide a cooling effect of ~2.5 °C during the daytime. Similar to green spaces, atmospheric advection is also important to the cooling effect of blue spaces [21]. For example, higher wind speeds increase air mixing, which can significantly reduce the lateral cooling distribution of blue spaces [22]. The cooling effect of blue spaces depends mainly on their size and spread. Both observations and numerical modelling suggest that large waterbodies usually yield a more significant cooling effect than scattered smaller waterbodies [22,23] and simpler shapes rather than irregular shapes of waterbodies can provide a better cooling effect. Moreover, for river waterbodies, the width of the river also significantly affects the temperature and humidity of the riparian zone. The cooling effect of blue spaces varies seasonally and diurnally and the cooling effect primarily appears in the daytime, with the largest cooling effect appearing in the morning. At night, the cooling effect is insignificant and a warming effect can even appear [24], especially in summer. However, the evaporative cooling effect of blue spaces may be limited and even negate from a thermal comfort perspective since it also increases air humidity [9,22]. Furthermore, the thermal environment regulation effects of greenery and water bodies were found to be influenced by each other.

Although remote-sensing datasets with high spatial resolution have provided insights into the thermal regulation effects of GBI regarding SUHI, less accessibility to high spatial resolution near-ground air temperature datasets limits the understanding of the thermal regulation effects of GBI on CUHI [18,25]. A lack of climatological observations along commuting routes across different local climate zones (LCZs) restricted the data source and understanding, where the concept of LCZs was proposed by Stewart and Oke [26]. Most urban microenvironment assessment studies concerning GBI use data from fixed monitoring sites, but despite the high quality of these data, the spatial resolution is relatively low.

Traverse or mobile measurements of urban climate through vehicles, bicycles, or pedestrians can yield high-spatial-resolution data and complement remote sensing and fixed meteorological station-based UHI studies. In recent years, there has been an increasing number of mobile experimental campaigns for near-surface microclimate observations.
by vehicles, bicycles, or pedestrians carrying meteorological sensors, which can observe
the spatial heterogeneity of the near-surface microenvironment in a more refined way
and capture extreme values [27,28]. These mobile observation platforms are becoming
increasingly convenient and flexible, allowing for the assembly of sensors and the selection
of different types of loads according to specific needs. Mobile observation data could
be improved by using data from fixed observation sites, that is, reducing the effect of
sensor time constants to ensure the reliability of dynamic mobile observation data [29].
Furthermore, GBI is becoming more and more common in modern cities, such as lakes in
urban parks and shoreline greenery along rivers. However, most existing urban thermal
environment studies focus on the cooling effect of GI or BI instead of the comprehensive
cooling effect of GBI, especially the studies using traverse measurements. Therefore,
the diurnal variations in the thermal regulation effect of GBI and urban morphology
on pedestrian walkways in different climate zones are still unclear [30,31]. More field
measurement campaigns regarding the near-ground surface microclimate in the context of
pedestrian walkways are needed across different climates and regions.

In this context, this study aims to investigate the temporal and spatial variation of
the near-ground thermal environment along cycling routes among different LCZs. In a
dense subtropical city, a mobile measurement campaign was conducted for four days
from 7–10 January 2022. The mobile measurement routes covered various types of areas
in the city. The study aims to answer the following research questions: (1) What are
the individual impacts of GI and BI on the thermal environment along the pedestrian
walkways at various times on subtropical winter days? (2) How does the integration
of GI and BI affect the thermal environment along the cycling routes at different times of the
day? (3) How does the thermal regulation of GBI differ under different sky conditions?
To answer these questions, a methodological framework was introduced for investigating
the diurnal variations in the impact of GBI on the thermal environment along pedestrian
walkways by integrating multiple data sources.

2. Materials and Methods

To study the impacts of GBI on the thermal environment, the datasets of temperature
and corresponding land cover and morphological parameters are necessary. The methodol-
gy framework for this study is presented in Figure 1, which can be divided into three parts:
the acquisition of air temperature and wet-bulb temperature, the acquisition of land cover
and morphological parameters, and the perspectives of analyses. Mobile measurements on
different types of urban pedestrian walkways were conducted to capture air temperature
and humidity data with geographical coordinates. The wet-bulb temperature was then
calculated based on air temperature and relative humidity. On the other hand, land cover
and morphological parameters were derived from GIS databases, remote-sensing indices,
and street-view imagery.

2.1. Study Site and Mobile Measurements

The traverse campaign was conducted in the center of Guangzhou city, China (23°1’ N,
113°25’ E). Guangzhou covers an area of 7434 km² with a population of 18.81 million and
has a humid subtropical climate with hot and rainy summers and warm and less rainy
winters. According to Climate Bulletin of Guangzhou, 2021 [32], in 2021, the average
annual temperature was 24.0 °C, the minimum and maximum air temperatures were
−2.7 °C and 41.4 °C, respectively and the average annual precipitation was 1435.5 mm,
featuring extreme heat, low rainfall, and severe drought. The high-temperature season
lasted 151 days, with precipitation concentrated from May to October, accounting for 84%
of the year. The mobile measurement routes were located near the Pearl River in the central
urbanized area of Guangzhou (Figure 2a).
Figure 1. The schematic framework for this study, in which red boxes represent the acquisition of air temperature and wet-bulb temperature, the blue boxes represent the acquisition of land cover and morphological parameters, and the purple boxes represent the perspectives of analyses.

The traverse measurement was conducted during the period 7~10 January 2022, four times a day, covering morning (~9:00 a.m.), noon (~12:00 p.m.), afternoon (~3:00 p.m.), and night (~8:00 pm) periods. The first 2 days were clear and the last 2 days were cloudy. Ten routes that represent different LCZ types of urban pedestrian walkways were selected (Figure 2b). The LCZ types were classified by sky view factor (SVF), building surface fraction (namely, building coverage ratio, BCR, in this study), pervious surface fraction (namely, greenery coverage ratio, GCR, in this study), and height of roughness element (namely, mean height of buildings, MeanH, in this study) on traverse routes according to Stewart and Oke [26]. Notably, 10~25 m of height of roughness element is regarded as low-rise as well in this study, due to the rareness of 3~10 m height buildings in the central urbanized area of Guangzhou. The bicycle speed was controlled at 2.5~4 m/s and each traverse route took about 20 min. A tiny mobile measurement device was mounted on one handle of each bicycle (Figure 2b), with the sensors logging data every 1 s. A stationary weather station (Figure 2a) located in the suburban area about 12 km from the traverse routes was used to acquire the background weather conditions during the study period, using an IRGASON open-path eddy covariance (EC) system and logging data every 1 minute. The specific parameters of the two types of instruments are listed in Table 1. The hourly variations of background air temperature ($T_{a\text{station}}$), relative humidity ($RH_{\text{station}}$), and global irradiance are shown in Figure 2c as the hourly wind speed and direction frequency too. During the traverse measurement days, $T_{a\text{station}}$ varied between 13.34 °C and 22.32 °C, and $RH_{\text{station}}$ varied between 49.1% and 92.0%. The average wind speed was 1.05 m/s and the wind direction was primarily north north-west (NNW).
Figure 2. (a) Locations of the traverse campaign and background weather station; (b) land cover classification (derived from the geographic information system (GIS) landcover database of the central...
urbanized area of Guangzhou provided by Shi et al. [33]) of the study area and LCZ types of the traverse routes with the corresponding street views (screen-captured from Baidu Map [34], which is an open-access e-map service in China); (c) background meteorological conditions, including air temperature, humidity, wind, and shortwave solar radiation data from a nearby weather station.

Table 1. Specifications of the instruments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Instruments</th>
<th>Response Time</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( T_a )</td>
<td>Smart-T (^1)</td>
<td>( \sim 8 ) s</td>
<td>(-0.01)(^\circ)C</td>
<td>(-40)(^\circ) to (60)(^\circ)C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(-1.4)(^\circ)C to (1.9)(^\circ)C</td>
<td>(10)% to (90)%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ta(_{\text{station}})</td>
<td>IRGASON</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>(\pm 0.17)(^\circ)C</td>
<td>(-80)(^\circ) to (60)(^\circ)C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RH(_{\text{station}})</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(\pm 1)% ((90%)) or (\pm 1.7)% ((90%))</td>
<td>(0)% to (100)%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\) Smart-T is a \(T_a\) and RH sensor cooperatively developed and produced by Yale-NUIST Center on Atmospheric Environment, Nanjing University of Information Science & Technology, Nanjing 210044, China, and Jiangsu Radio Scientific Institute Corporation, Wuxi 214072, China.

2.2. Land Cover and Morphological Parameters

2.2.1. Coverage Ratios of Building, Greenery, and Water

Various land cover and morphological parameters can reflect urban land cover and morphology in outdoor thermal environment studies. These parameters can be either two-dimensional (2D) or three-dimensional (3D), derived from a geographic information system (GIS) database or using remote-sensing indices as proxies. Moreover, since this study focuses especially on pedestrian walkways, 3D spatial parameters developed from street views are also considered. To describe the land cover and morphological parameters for each point along the mobile measurement routes, zonal averages of these parameters within a circular buffer were associated with each sampling point on the routes (Figure 3).

![Figure 3. A circular buffer of an aggregation point.](image)

The specific coverage ratios include building coverage ratio (BCR), greenery coverage ratio (GCR), and water coverage ratio (WCR), which are 3 types of 2D land fraction parameters that reflect landcover characteristics. They were derived from the GIS landcover database of the central urbanized area of Guangzhou provided by Shi et al. [33]. The database was derived from the GeoEye-1 satellite imagery obtained on 22 October 2017, including 7 landcover categories: building, impervious, bare land, grass, shrub, tree, and water body. The projected coordinate system was unified as WGS_1984_UTM_zone_49 N. Based on the database, grass, shrub, and tree were all considered vegetation. BCR, GCR, and WCR are the area proportion of buildings, vegetation, and water bodies in each circular buffer, respectively. In addition, DistW is a 2D spatial parameter that is the distance to water bodies.
2.2.2. Remotely Sensed Green and Blue Indices

Sentinel-2 satellite images were used to derive GBI-related parameters based on the surface spectral reflectance. The normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) and the normalized difference water index (NDWI) were used as indicators to reveal the vegetation and water characteristics of the land:

\[
\text{NDVI} = \frac{(\text{NIR} - \text{red})}{(\text{NIR} + \text{red})}, \quad (1)
\]

\[
\text{NDWI} = \frac{(\text{NIR} - \text{MIR})}{(\text{NIR} + \text{MIR})}. \quad (2)
\]

The calculation of these indices was based on the absorption of various light wavelengths by the green and blue surfaces. Specifically, the NDVI and NDWI highlight higher reflectance in the near-infrared spectral range (NIR), using green, red, NIR, and mid-infrared spectral range (MIR) bands of different wavelengths to calculate the two indicators for all pixels in the selected images. The normalized difference built-up index (NDBI) was also used as an additional index to represent the degree of built-up land. This index highlights urban areas with higher reflectance in the shortwave infrared spectral range (SWIR) and is calculated as follows:

\[
\text{NDBI} = \frac{(\text{SWIR} - \text{NIR})}{(\text{SWIR} + \text{NIR})}. \quad (3)
\]

2.2.3. Street-View Factors

Emerging research has investigated the potential of traverse surveys for analyzing near-surface thermal environments along pedestrian routes at the microscale. Unique to corridor environment, the street-view imagery along routes provides detailed 3D morphological information and has become a useful morphological indicator in urban micro-environment studies. Results from these studies indicate that regression models utilizing 3D features derived from street-view images can exhibit comparable performance to conventional land-use regression (LUR) models based on GIS database-derived parameters [36,37]. Among these street-view-derived 3D features, view factors such as sky-view factor (SVF), building-view factor (BVF), and greenery-view factor (GVF) are most frequently studied and can be obtained using semantic segmentation with deep learning techniques [38,39]. SVF is commonly expressed as a unitless value ranging from 0 to 1, where 0 implies complete obstruction of the sky by obstacles and 1 indicates an unobstructed sky view [40]. BVF and GVF can be similarly defined. The calculation method for view factors is explained in previous works [41–43].

In general, the parameters have been here classified into three categories, namely, building-related parameters, vegetation-related (green infrastructure) parameters, and water-related (blue infrastructure) parameters. Among them, NDBI, BCR, NDVI, GCR, NDWI, WCR, and DistW are the landcover (2D) parameters and FAR, MeanH, BVF, SVF, and GVF are the morphology (3D) parameters.

2.3. Wet-Bulb Temperature

The wet-bulb temperature \((T_w)\) is an important heat stress index, referring to the temperature at which wet air mass reaches saturation through adiabatic cooling under the condition of constant air pressure. It can directly reflect the heat transport between the human body and the ambient air by perspiration. When the ambient \(T_w\) is higher
than the human skin temperature, the human body cannot dissipate heat, resulting in heat stress [44]. In this study, the $T_w$ was obtained from the following equations:

$$e_s = 6.122 \exp \left[\frac{(T_a \times 17.67)}{(T_a + 243.5)}\right] \left(T_a < 0\right),$$

$$e_s = 6.1078 \exp \left(\frac{[17.2693882 \times (T_a + 273.15 - 273.16)]}{(T_a + 273.15 - 35.86)}\right) \left(T_a > 0\right),$$

$$e_{s,w} = 6.1078 \exp \left(\frac{[17.2693882 \times (T_w + 273.15 - 273.16)]}{(T_w + 273.15 - 35.86)}\right),$$

$$e_a = e_s \times \frac{RH}{100},$$

$$e_a = e_{s,w} - 0.000660 \left(1 + 0.00115 T_w \right) \left(T_a - T_w\right) P.$$ 

where $e_s$ represents the saturated water vapor pressure in the air (hPa); $e_a$ represents the actual water vapor pressure in the air (hPa); $T_a$, $RH$, and $T_w$ represent the air temperature (°C), relative humidity (%), and wet-bulb temperature (°C), respectively; $P$ is the standard sea level pressure of 1013.25 hPa; and $e_{s,w}$ represents the saturated water vapor pressure (hPa) calculated by $T_w$. Equation (4) is recommended by the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) [45]. Equation (7) was proposed by Moratiel et al. [46]. In this study, $\Delta T_a$ and $\Delta T_w$ are used, which represent the difference between $T_a$ (or $T_w$) in urban areas (data on traverse routes) and suburban areas (data from the stationary weather station). The data from the stationary weather station with a time resolution of 1 min is interpolated into 1 s to match the data on traverse routes.

3. Results

3.1. Land Cover and Morphological Characteristics across the Routes

To clarify the spatial variability of the land cover and morphological characteristics on the traverse routes, Figure 4a shows the spatial distributions of the twelve examined urban morphological and land cover parameters along the mobile measurement routes. The 10 sample routes vary significantly in their land cover and morphological parameters, highlighting the diversity of the urban environment. NDBI and BCR indicate the built-up intensity within a given area. Routes five, six, and eight are within compact mid-rise areas, featuring high NDBI and BCR. The routes with the highest NDBI, BCR, and lowest GCR (23.090~23.095° N, 113.30~113.32° E) are traversing the urban villages (routes five, six). The urban village is a unique feature of the urban landscape in Guangzhou. These villages are areas that have been transformed from rural communities into densely populated urban areas, often as a result of rapid urbanization and economic development. Despite their location within the city, urban villages tend to have a distinct character and culture. They are typically characterized by a mixture of high-rise apartment buildings and low-rise housing, small shops and markets, and narrow, winding streets with minimal GI.

Route one and route ten are characterized by high values of NDVI and GCR, which measure the proportion of green space within a given area. Route one is situated inside a university campus (23.095~23.105° N, 113.285~113.300° E) and route ten is within an urban park (23.120~23.125° N, 113.330~113.335° E), both of which are covered with big tall trees.

Routes four and seven experience high NDWI and WCR values, which measure the relative abundance of water bodies and the adjacency to water bodies, respectively. Route seven is located on the island in the center of the Pearl River and the route circles the island. This route also experiences the lowest BVF and high GVF. However, compared with route four, a large part of which is along the southern Pearl River bank (23.105~23.115° N, 113.27~113.31° E) flanked by tall buildings (featured by high MeanH), the buildings along route seven are mostly low-rise. Route nine is along a green belt nearby the Pearl River, but has relatively lower NDWI and WCR.
Figure 4. (a) Spatial distributions within a 150 m radius and (b) frequency distributions of the urban morphological and land cover parameters along the mobile measurement routes examined in this study in optimal radius.
Figure 4b shows the frequency distributions of the urban morphological and land cover parameters along the mobile measurement routes, most of which are not normally distributed. The optimal sizes of buffers are determined by the results of the Pearson correlation analysis, which are shown in Section 3.4. Eventually, 30 m for NDBI, NDVI, and NDWI; 500 m for BCR, FAR, and WCR; 100 m for MeanH; 20 m for GCR; and 50 m for BVF, SVF, and GVF were applied. The median values of BCR and GCR for all sampled routes are 0.2265 and 0.4816, respectively.

Since the number of areas would be doubled with each additional parameter used for division, MeanH, GCR, GVF, and WCR were chosen eventually on the premise of ensuring distinctive urban morphology and GBI (Figure 5a). The subscript “L” indicates the data lower than the median and the subscript “H” indicates the data higher than the median. The routes are firstly classified into two main classes: low and high WCR (WCR_L and WCR_H), distinguishing the BI situations. Then WCR_L and WCR_H classes are further classified according to the MeanH, GCR, and GVF characteristics, considering there could be large differences between GCR and GVF values because they feature 2D and 3D greening characteristics, respectively. Figure 5b examines the inter-class differences in BCR, NDBI, WCR, and NDWI. BCR and NDBI differ with GCR levels for low-rise areas and WCR_H high-rise areas. Since higher GCR inevitably means lower BCR or NDBI, and this trade-off is common in any city, the differences are within acceptable limits. Moreover, BCR is generally higher in high-rise areas than in low-rise areas, unless both WCR and GCR are low, revealing a positive correlation between the height and density in most cases except for the areas that lack GBI. The similarity of WCR and NDWI with different GCR and GVF levels is ensured in WCR_L areas, but the variability is exhibited when in WCR_H areas. The median of WCR is extremely low in low-rise WCR_H areas while GCR is high but GVF is low, therefore, this case can be considered to be away from water bodies, to some extent. WCR is generally higher with lower GCR and higher GVF in low-rise WCR_H areas, however, lower with the above GI conditions in high-rise WCR_H areas, which may be due to the existence of the greenbelt along the river in high-rise areas. NDWI in WCR_H areas is higher when GI is lusher, especially higher GVF in low-rise areas and higher GCR in high-rise areas.

![Figure 5. Cont.](image-url)
3.2. Spatial Distribution of Route-Suburban Temperature Difference ($\Delta T_a$) along the Routes

The spatial distribution of the thermal environment on the traverse routes is affected by the land cover and morphological characteristics. Figure 6 depicts the spatial distribution and variability of $\Delta T_a$ (temperature difference between the routes and the suburban fixed station) along the mobile routes during the experimental period. Overall, the temperature along the routes in the urban village with low vegetation (route six) is the highest among all types of routes during the whole day. In contrast, the routes inside the urban park...
(route ten) and the highly vegetated campus area (route one) exhibit the lowest $\Delta T_a$. In the near-water region, $\Delta T_a$ along the route on the northern bank of the river on the island (route seven) is relatively high compared to all other measurement routes. On the contrary, the traverse routes along the southern bank of the river (route four) exhibit relatively low $\Delta T_a$ among all examined routes.

Regarding the diurnal cycle, $\Delta T_a$ during the morning and night periods is higher than during the noon and afternoon periods. During the night, $\Delta T_a$ is even slightly higher than in the morning period, especially for the clear evening on 8 January, when $\Delta T_a$ exceeds 2 °C in most areas. This indicates that during the transitional nighttime from a clear day to a partially cloudy day, abnormal high $\Delta T_a$ may be shown because of more sensible heat flux at the nighttime induced by the higher heat storage of impervious materials in the urban area on clear daytime and with the heat trapped due to the poorly ventilated building canyons, eventually cooling down to an ambient $T_a$ more slowly than the suburban area. On the following partially cloudy day, both the urban and suburban areas fully release the heat storage on the last clear day, therefore, showing slight $\Delta T_a$ differences in the morning and evening between 8–9 January.

The spatial distributions of $\Delta T_a$ during the first two clear days and the second two cloudy days show apparent differences during the noon and afternoon periods, but slighter differences in the morning and evening. During the noon and afternoon experimental periods, all routes show greater spatial heterogeneity on clear days than on cloudy days. For noon and afternoon periods on the two cloudy days (9–10 January), negative $\Delta T_a$ occurs on most routes, including the routes traversing the old town district (route seven), the new town district (route nine), the highly vegetated campus (route one) and urban

![Figure 6. Spatial distribution of $\Delta T_a$ along the traverse routes during the morning, noon, afternoon, and night measurement periods.](image)
park area (route ten), as well as the routes along the river (route four). However, for 3 days during our traverse campaign, the urban park exhibits positive $\Delta T_a$ during the afternoon period, indicating that the cooling effect of urban parks is not significant in the afternoon in winter.

The $\Delta T_a$ distribution in various types of traverse routes classified by MeanH, WCR, GCR, and GVF are shown in Figure 7. As detailed in Figure 5, the parameters higher than their medians are called high-rise, $\text{WCR}_H$, $\text{GCR}_H$, and $\text{GVF}_H$, otherwise low-rise, $\text{WCR}_L$, $\text{GCR}_L$, and $\text{GVF}_L$. For each combination of MeanH and WCR, the highest and lowest $\Delta T_a$ generally appears in $\text{GCR}_L\text{GVF}_L$ and $\text{GCR}_H\text{GVF}_H$, respectively.

Figure 7. Boxplots of the $\Delta T_a$ distribution in the various types of traverse routes classified by MeanH, GCR, GVF, and WCR: (a) types of WCR$_L$, Low-rise; (b) types of WCR$_L$, High-rise; (c) types of WCR$_H$, Low-rise; (d) types of WCR$_H$, High-rise. The subscript “L” means the data lower than the median and the subscript “H” means the data higher than the median. The boxes represent the 25th to the 75th percentile (IQR = interquartile range = quartile 3–quartile 1) and the upper and lower whiskers correspond to the upper and lower limits, respectively. The lines inside the boxes are the median values.

Considering the thermal regulation of GI in areas with a small amount of blue infrastructure (BI), with the WCR$_L$ results, GI shows a stronger cooling effect in low-rise
Whether in low-rise or high-rise areas, waterfront areas with GCR is high, especially in GCR which represents areas with little GI (Table 2). However, in high-rise WCR areas, the cooling intensity among these situations is 0.52~0.63 °C and 0.45~0.75 °C in the morning and at noon, respectively, compared with the reference type GCR, which represents areas with little GI (Table 2). However, in high-rise WCR areas, the median ΔTa is positive in all cases in the morning and negative in all cases at noon. Compared to GCR, GVF in the afternoon and evening, revealing that while GI can contribute to cooling, its role in reducing ambient air temperature may not be evident with the existence of large BI. However, this result depends on various factors of GI and BI, such as their size, type, density, and placement, as well as the atmospheric conditions.

Table 2. ΔTa median differences between various types and the reference type.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WCR</th>
<th>MeanH</th>
<th>GCR, GVF</th>
<th>Morning</th>
<th>Noon</th>
<th>Afternoon</th>
<th>Evening</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low-rise</td>
<td>Low, low</td>
<td>/ ¹</td>
<td>/ ¹</td>
<td>/ ¹</td>
<td>/ ¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Low, high</td>
<td>−0.52</td>
<td>−0.45</td>
<td>−0.50</td>
<td>−0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>High, low</td>
<td>−0.61</td>
<td>−0.46</td>
<td>−0.27</td>
<td>−0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>High, high</td>
<td>−0.63</td>
<td>−0.75</td>
<td>−0.76</td>
<td>−0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low-rise</td>
<td>Low, low</td>
<td>/ ²</td>
<td>/ ²</td>
<td>/ ²</td>
<td>/ ²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Low, high</td>
<td>−0.13</td>
<td>−0.20</td>
<td>−0.28</td>
<td>−0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>High, low</td>
<td>−0.04</td>
<td>−0.20</td>
<td>−0.17</td>
<td>−0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>High, high</td>
<td>−0.14</td>
<td>−0.27</td>
<td>−0.43</td>
<td>−0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low-rise</td>
<td>Low, low</td>
<td>−0.53</td>
<td>−0.48</td>
<td>−0.53</td>
<td>−0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Low, high</td>
<td>−0.44</td>
<td>−0.35</td>
<td>−0.34</td>
<td>−0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>High, low</td>
<td>−0.66</td>
<td>−0.49</td>
<td>−0.29</td>
<td>−0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>High, high</td>
<td>−0.73</td>
<td>−0.66</td>
<td>−0.72</td>
<td>−0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low-rise</td>
<td>Low, low</td>
<td>−0.29</td>
<td>−0.17</td>
<td>−0.35</td>
<td>−0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Low, high</td>
<td>−0.21</td>
<td>−0.24</td>
<td>−0.39</td>
<td>−0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>High, low</td>
<td>−0.27</td>
<td>−0.59</td>
<td>−0.69</td>
<td>−0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>High, high</td>
<td>−0.35</td>
<td>−0.58</td>
<td>−0.64</td>
<td>−0.54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ WCR₁, low-rise, GCR₁, GVF₁ was chosen as the reference type for any other low-rise cases. ² WCR₂, high-rise, GCR₂, GVF₂ was chosen as the reference type for any other high-rise cases.

As shown in Figure 7c,d, the integration of GI and BI does not always result in better cooling than using one of them alone. In WCR₁ areas, GCR₁GVF₁ shows the highest median ΔTa in low-rise areas during the morning and noon and in high-rise areas in the morning and evening. GCR₁GVF₁ within the low-rise WCR₁ category does not cool the air in the afternoon (Figure 7c). The cooling intensity of BI is 0.48~0.63 °C in low-rise areas and 0.17~0.46 °C in high-rise areas, with the highest cooling in the evening and the lowest at noon (Table 2). In high-rise WCR₁ areas, the cooling intensity of different GVF levels but the same GCR level are similar during noon and afternoon, indicating that GCR is a key factor in air cooling in high-rise waterfront areas during noon and afternoon (Figure 7d). Whether in low-rise or high-rise areas, waterfront ΔTa exhibits little difference among various types of GCR and GVF in the evening, revealing that while GI can contribute to cooling, its role in reducing ambient air temperature may not be evident with the existence of large BI. However, this result depends on various factors of GI and BI, such as their size, type, density, and placement, as well as the atmospheric conditions.

Comparing the two low-rise areas with different WCR levels, the maximum cooling intensity of GI alone from the morning to evening is 0.63 °C, 0.75 °C, 0.76 °C, and 0.69 °C, respectively, and the maximum cooling intensity of GBI is 0.73 °C, 0.66 °C, 0.72 °C, and 0.78 °C, respectively. It illustrates that in low-rise areas, GI alone may sufficiently cool the
air in the morning and evening. However, during noon and afternoon, the addition of BI reduces the cooling intensity of GI.

Comparing the two high-rise areas with different WCR levels, the maximum cooling intensity of GI from the morning to evening is $0.14 \degree C$, $0.27 \degree C$, $0.43 \degree C$, and $0.18 \degree C$, respectively, and the maximum cooling intensity of GBI is $0.35 \degree C$, $0.59 \degree C$, $0.69 \degree C$, and $0.62 \degree C$, respectively. This indicates that in high-rise areas, on the other hand, the addition of BI helps cool the air more effectively with sufficient GI, especially at noon and in the evening.

3.3. Spatial Distribution of Route-Suburban Temperature Difference ($\Delta T_w$) along the Routes

As a more direct indicator of heat stress, it is crucial to figure out the relationship between the spatial distribution of $T_w$ and the spatial distribution of land cover and morphological parameters. Figure 8 shows the spatial variation of $\Delta T_w$ during the morning, noon, afternoon, and evening measurement periods. The urban village (route six) is generally the highest $\Delta T_w$ area and the roads with high SVF (routes two and seven) present high $\Delta T_w$ during the noon and the afternoon on clear days as well. In the morning, the spatial variations of $\Delta T_w$ are smaller than that of $\Delta T_a$. On clear days, the lowest $\Delta T_w$ might appear in the morning, while on cloudy days, the highest $\Delta T_w$ might appear in the same period. Different from the $\Delta T_a$ distribution, during the noon and the afternoon, areas with negative $\Delta T_w$ are rare and could not even be found on clear days, indicating that the whole urban area plays a role in heating wet-bulb temperature. In general, $\Delta T_w$ in the morning is higher on cloudy days, but during the noon, afternoon, and evening it is higher on clear days.

Figure 8. Spatial distribution of $\Delta T_w$ along the traverse routes during the morning, noon, afternoon, and evening measurement periods.
The $\Delta T_w$ distribution in various types of traverse routes classified by MeanH, WCR, GCR, and GVF is shown in Figure 9. The medians of $\Delta T_w$ in most of the cases from noon to night are positive, which is different from the generally negative $\Delta T_a$ during noon and afternoon (Figure 7).

Figure 9. Boxplots of the $\Delta T_w$ distribution in the various types of traverse routes classified by MeanH, GCR, GVF, and WCR: (a) types of WCR$_L$, Low-rise; (b) types of WCR$_L$, High-rise; (c) types of WCR$_H$, Low-rise; (d) types of WCR$_H$, High-rise. The subscript “L” indicates the data lower than the median and the subscript “H” indicates the data higher than the median. The boxes represent the 25th to the 75th percentile (IQR = interquartile range = quartile 3–quartile 1) and the upper and lower whiskers correspond to the upper and lower limits, respectively. The lines inside the boxes are the median values.

In WCR$_L$ areas, high $\Delta T_w$ appears during the afternoon and evening and GI generally reduces $\Delta T_w$ (Figure 9a,b). Compared to high GVF, high GCR does not provide a significant cooling effect in low-rise areas during the day (Figure 9a). During the morning, noon, afternoon, and evening, the cooling intensity of GVF reaches up to 0.37 °C, 0.33 °C, 0.38 °C, and 0.55 °C in low-rise areas and 0.09 °C, 0.15 °C, 0.16 °C, and 0.09 °C in high-rise areas, respectively, suggesting that GVF has a stronger cooling effect for $T_w$ in low-rise areas rather than high-rise areas while far from water bodies (Table 3). In the evening, the
spatial variations of $\Delta T_w$ with high GCR or GVF are slightly smaller than in GCR_L GVFL_L, demonstrating that GI is slightly helpful in stabilizing inland $T_w$ at nighttime.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WCR</th>
<th>MeanH</th>
<th>GCR, GVF</th>
<th>Morning</th>
<th>Noon</th>
<th>Afternoon</th>
<th>Evening</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low-rise</td>
<td>Low, low</td>
<td>$/^1$</td>
<td>$/^1$</td>
<td>$/^1$</td>
<td>$/^1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Low, high</td>
<td>-0.37</td>
<td>-0.30</td>
<td>-0.32</td>
<td>-0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>High, low</td>
<td>-0.19</td>
<td>-0.17</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>-0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>High, high</td>
<td>-0.36</td>
<td>-0.33</td>
<td>-0.38</td>
<td>-0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-rise</td>
<td>Low, low</td>
<td>$/^2$</td>
<td>$/^2$</td>
<td>$/^2$</td>
<td>$/^2$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Low, high</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>High, low</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>High, high</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low-rise</td>
<td>Low, low</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
<td>-0.23</td>
<td>-0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Low, high</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>-0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>High, low</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>-0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>High, high</td>
<td>-0.29</td>
<td>-0.16</td>
<td>-0.18</td>
<td>-0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-rise</td>
<td>Low, low</td>
<td>Low, high</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Low, high</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
<td>-0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>High, low</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>-0.23</td>
<td>-0.29</td>
<td>-0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>High, high</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
<td>-0.26</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^1$ WCR_L low-rise, GCR_L GVFL_L was chosen as the reference type for any other low-rise cases. $^2$ WCR_H high-rise, GCR_H GVFL_L was chosen as the reference type for any other high-rise cases.

In WCR_H areas, the spatial variations of $\Delta T_w$ are smaller in high-rise areas than in low-rise areas (Figure 9c,d). The cooling effect of BI is small, where the greatest $T_w$ cooling intensity in low-rise and high-rise areas is 0.23 °C in the afternoon and 0.15 °C in the evening, respectively, and even 0.00 °C at noon in high-rise areas (Table 3). In low-rise areas, $\Delta T_w$ in GCR_L GVFL_H and GCR_H GVFL_L are, interestingly, higher than the other two during the day (Figure 9c). The combination of GI and BI in low-rise areas does not always behave better than merely one of them in $T_w$ cooling as well and may increase $T_w$ by up to 0.01 °C, 0.08 °C, and 0.18 °C in the morning, noon, and afternoon, respectively. The integrated GBI in low-rise areas can decrease $\Delta T_w$ by 0.29 °C, 0.16 °C, 0.18 °C, and 0.31 °C (Table 3), in the morning, noon, afternoon, and night periods, respectively, which are smaller than the cooling intensity when only GI is present. In high-rise areas, high GCR with different GVF levels shows similar $T_w$ cooling potential during noon and afternoon, while high GVF seems useless in $T_w$ cooling (Figure 9d). The integrated GBI in high-rise areas can decrease $\Delta T_w$ by 0.15 °C, 0.23 °C, 0.29 °C, and 0.19 °C in the morning, noon, afternoon, and night periods, respectively, behaving better than when only GI is present. The opposite results above suggest that BI and GI have a synergistic cooling effect on $T_w$ in high-rise areas but may antagonize each other in low-rise areas.

3.4. Influence of Land Cover and Morphological Parameters on the Microclimate

To determine the most appropriate buffer size for each morphological and land cover parameter based on its ability to capture the variations in $\Delta T_a$ and $\Delta T_w$, the Pearson correlation coefficient was used to assess the relationship between the parameters and the temperature variables. As shown in Figure 10, the results vary depending on the time of day and sky conditions, with stronger correlations observed in the morning and cloudy nights. Overall, the correlations are much stronger on cloudy days than on clear days.
The presence of other cooling mechanisms of high-rise buildings at a larger scale rather than the shading occurring on cloudy days; for instance, the extensive use of cooling surface materials in the central business district (route nine). BVF shows strong correlations with ΔTa on clear days, followed by BCR and the correlation coefficients of the two parameters are similar on cloudy days. FAR exhibits negative correlations with ΔTa during noon and afternoon (−0.12 and −0.16 in the 100 m radius, respectively) on clear days, however, they are positive on cloudy days, likely due to the solar radiation intercepted by high-rise buildings; this is confirmed by the negative correlations between MeanH and ΔTa during noon and afternoon (−0.27 and −0.37, respectively). On cloudy days, MeanH is still negatively correlated to ΔTa, obtaining higher values in the morning and evening (−0.32 and −0.33 in the 500 m radius, respectively) but lower values during noon and afternoon (−0.18 and −0.25 in the 100 m radius, respectively), suggesting the presence of other cooling mechanisms of high-rise buildings at a larger scale rather than the shading occurring on cloudy days; for instance, the extensive use of cooling surface materials in the central business district (route nine). BVF shows strong correlations with ΔTa in the morning and evening as well, but weak with correlation coefficients less than or equal to 0.1 during noon and afternoon on clear days. On the contrary, SVF is strongly correlated with ΔTa, with a coefficient of 0.32 at noon and 0.38 in the afternoon, suggesting that BVF and MeanH do not completely match due to GVF, especially in narrow street canyons. Concerning direct solar radiation from reaching the ground, SVF exhibits higher correlation coefficients during the day on clear days (from 0.32 to 0.45).

Vegetation-related parameters (NDVI, GCR, and GVF) are strongly and negatively correlated with ΔTa (−0.24 to −0.56), except for NDVI during noon and afternoon. The correlations between NDVI and ΔTa are weak at noon (±0.06 on clear days and −0.12 on cloudy days) and even positive correlations in the afternoon occur (0.26 on clear days and 0.14 on cloudy days). The correlation between GCR and ΔTa in the evening is higher on cloudy days than on clear days (−0.54 and −0.32, respectively). GVF shows higher correlations on cloudy days except for morning and the diurnal variation on cloudy days is small (0.42–0.48), demonstrating the stable cooling effect of vegetation throughout the day on cloudy days.

Figure 10. Correlation coefficients between ΔTa and multiple morphological and land cover parameters; correlation coefficients with significance level test of \( p \geq 0.05 \) are marked with blank space; ** significant correlation at the 0.01 level; * significant correlation at the 0.05 level.
The water-related parameters NDWI and WCR show negative correlations with ΔTa, except for WCR at noon on clear days (0.08 in the 20 m radius). The correlations between WCR and ΔTa on clear days are strongest in the afternoon (−0.35 in the 300 m radius) and remain significantly negative during the whole cloudy days, down to −0.29 at noon and up to −0.43 in the evening. NDWI shows higher correlations with ΔTa during noon and afternoon on clear days (−0.39 and −0.51, respectively) than on cloudy days (−0.27 and −0.33, respectively); on the other hand, the correlations are lower in the morning and evening on clear days (−0.16 and −0.1, respectively) than on cloudy days (−0.23 and −0.3, respectively). DistW significantly correlates with ΔTa, except for at noon on clear days, becoming higher on cloudy days (from 0.24 to 0.38).

Figure 11 shows the correlation between the land cover or morphological parameters and ΔTw. The correlation is generally weaker than that found between the parameters and ΔTa and generally stronger at night than during the daytime. During noon and afternoon on clear days, NDBI and BCR are no longer critical morphological parameters affecting Tw, but FAR and MeanH have strong negative correlations with ΔTw, over −0.25 and −0.3, respectively. SVF shows its peak correlation with ΔTw (0.44) during the morning of clear days, turning weaker (0.10) during the morning of cloudy days. BVF becomes the most significant morphological parameter in the evening, with correlations of 0.32 and 0.42 on clear days and cloudy days, respectively.

As for vegetation parameters, NDVI exhibits positive correlations with ΔTw during noon and afternoon up to 0.26, and negative in the morning and evening down to −0.19, which might relate to the increased moisture caused by evapotranspiration occurring under solar radiation. GCR and GVF have greater correlations in the morning and evening on clear days (up to −0.43 and −0.48, respectively) than on cloudy days (both up to −0.31). NDVI is negatively correlated with ΔTw during noon and afternoon under both sky conditions and stronger on clear days, obtaining a maximum of −0.37 in the afternoon of clear days. Interestingly, positive correlations between WCR and ΔTw reach 0.18 and are

![Figure 11. Correlation coefficients between ΔTw and multiple morphological and land cover parameters; correlation coefficients with significance level test of p ≥ 0.05 are marked with blank space; ** significant correlation at the 0.01 level; * significant correlation at the 0.05 level.](image-url)
observed at noon on clear days. The highest correlation between WCR and $\Delta T_w (−0.24)$ is in the evening of cloudy days. In addition, half of the correlations between DistW and $\Delta T_w$ are insignificant and one of the significant correlations is negative.

4. Discussion

4.1. Impacts of GBI on Air Temperature with Different Urban Morphology

To study the cooling potential of GI and BI in different urban morphology, the medians of MeanH, GCR, GVF, and WCR (24.99 m, 0.4816, 0.3919, and 0.0323, respectively) are used to classify the traverse routes into 16 categories. $GCR_L, GVF_L$, and $WCR_L$ are the reference types representing the areas with the little help of GBI in cooling, divided into low-rise and high-rise areas. $GCR_H, GVF_H$, and $WCR_H$ mean abundant GI considered from the perspective of two and three-dimensional parameters and $WCR_H$ represents the areas adjacent to BI. By comparing the distributions of $\Delta T_a$ in these categories, the respective cooling effects of GI and BI and their interactions can be obtained. The detailed street views shown in Figure 5a provide references for the following discussion.

Firstly, individual GI shows a stronger cooling effect of $0.27−0.76^\circ C$ in low-rise areas rather than $0.04−0.43^\circ C$ in high-rise areas (Figure 7a,b and Table 2). As shown in Figure 5a, when away from waterbodies, the low-rise street canyons are narrow and almost completely shaded by street trees and buildings, however, the proportion of shade in high-rise areas is not enough to reduce solar radiation from reaching the ground [47,48]. In low-rise areas, high GCR behaves with higher cooling potential during the morning and noon, and GVF is better during the afternoon and evening. Since solar radiation is moderate during the morning and noon, the evapotranspiration of GI is the primary cooling mechanism before the afternoon. Therefore, the amount of GI, that is, GCR, is the more critical greenery-related parameter. When the solar radiation intensifies in the afternoon, GI closes its stomata due to the excessive water loss and evapotranspiration decreases accordingly, and GVF becomes the dominating parameter on account of intercepting the solar radiation from reaching the pedestrian walkways. In the evening, thanks to the high GVF, less heat storage in the impervious material of buildings and pavements results in less heat emission, which leads to a lower $\Delta T_a$, even though slight UHI remains [49]. Evapotranspiration is important in cooling at night as well, however, it is a secondary cooling mechanism because the GI in low-rise areas is mostly street trees in old town districts rather than large lawns. In high-rise areas, high GVF reveals stronger cooling intensity rather than high GCR at each period. As detailed in Figure 5a, both the $GCR_L, GVF_H$ and $GCR_H, GVF_L$ in high-rise WCR$_L$ are characterized by street trees in the street canyons, indicating the differences between them refer to the differences in adjacent canopy coverage ratio and GVF, so the GVF among them is the key in cooling ambient air.

Individual BI has a stronger cooling effect in low-rise areas as well as GI, with the highest cooling intensity of $0.63^\circ C$ in the evening and the lowest $0.48^\circ C$ at noon, which are $0.46^\circ C$ and $0.17^\circ C$, respectively, in high-rise areas (Figure 7 and Table 2). Since Figure 5a exhibits the openness of the low-rise areas, the possible reason would be that good ventilation induces higher wind speed, allowing the colder air near the water body to flow into the streets [50]. As the WCR$_H$ areas are generally accompanied by open urban morphology, in other words, low BCR, it can be regarded as LCZ 4: open high-rise and LCZ 5: open mid-rise, where LCZ represents the local climate zone (Figures 2b and 4a) [26]. The “Mid-rise” here refers to the low-rise areas for the reason that low-rise buildings below the definition of 10 m are quite rare in Guangzhou. In contrast to these results, there is the lowest $T_a$ in LCZ 4 in the afternoon in another study [51].

The integrated GBI sometimes inhibits cooling. In terms of GBI versus GI, in low-rise areas, during noon and afternoon, the addition of BI reduces the cooling intensity of GI, from $0.75^\circ C$ to $0.66^\circ C$ at noon and from $0.76^\circ C$ to $0.72^\circ C$ in the afternoon (Table 2). This interesting result is a supplement to the counterexamples of some reports in recent years [52,53]. On the other hand, in high-rise areas, the addition of BI helps the cooling
of the air more effectively with sufficient GI, especially at noon and in the evening, with cooling intensity from 0.27 °C to 0.59 °C and from 0.18 °C to 0.62 °C, respectively.

Comparing GBI with BI, in WCR_H areas, GCR_H GVF_H shows the highest median ΔT_a in low-rise areas during the morning and noon and in high-rise areas in the morning and evening (Figure 7c,d). As shown in Figure 5a, GCR_H GVF_H in WCR_H low-rise is the area with a double row of trees, however, the actual traverse route is near the northern bank of the river beside the outer row of trees on the island (route seven), which has high SVF and is directly exposed to the solar radiation during the day (Figures 4a and 6). GCR_H GVF_H in high-rise areas may be poorly ventilated due to the proximity to the fairly close tall buildings and the canopy of the big trees, suggesting that trees in narrow streets can obstruct ventilation [47,49]. Notably, part of the GCR_H GVF_H in the WCR_H high-rise type is the urban park (route ten), depicting the UHI in urban parks in the afternoon (Figures 6 and 7c). It may be related to the size, geometry, and vegetation species layout (e.g., the dense trees around the park impede wind flow) of the park and the surrounding urban morphology, consistent with several studies [54,55]. In the evening in WCR_H, the differences in ΔT_a between different types of GI and the reference GCR_H GVF_L are up to 0.15 °C in low-rise areas and 0.16 °C in high-rise areas, revealing that the role of GI in further increasing the cooling intensity compared with individual BI.

4.2. Impacts of GBI on Wet Bulb Temperature with Different Urban Morphology

Since Tw is related to the heat transport between human bodies and the ambient atmosphere, it is necessary to consider the impact of GBI on Tw. Analogously, by comparing the distributions of ΔTw in various categories, the respective cooling effects of GI and BI and their interactions can be obtained. Overall, the medians of ΔTw in most of the types from noon to night are positive, especially during the afternoon and evening, suggesting that GBI alleviates but hardly reverses the positive ΔTw (Figure 9). As a result, humans inevitably feel slightly warmer in cities.

GI demonstrates its cooling potential on Tw in both low-rise and high-rise areas, where the former is higher and up to 0.55 °C in the evening while the latter is up to 0.16 °C in the afternoon (Table 3). In low-rise areas, the cooling intensity of high GCR for ΔTw is lower than that of high GVF during the day, which may be caused by the increased water vapor by evapotranspiration while T_a is relatively high (Figure 9a). In the evening, the cooling effect of GI is strongest in low-rise areas but weakest in high-rise areas. BI provides a 0.09~0.23 °C cooling intensity for ΔTw in low-rise and 0.00~0.15 °C in high-rise areas, where the peaks appear in the afternoon and the evening, respectively (Table 3). The cooling effect of BI on ΔTw is stronger during the afternoon and evening (Figure 9).

The integrated GBI in low-rise areas not only inhibits the cooling effect for ΔTw, but in GCR_H GVF_L even increases ΔTw up to 0.18 °C during the day (Figure 9a,c and Table 3). Comparing ΔTw in GCR_H GVF_H with different MeanH levels, the addition of BI reduces the cooling intensity in low-rise areas and enhances it in high-rise areas (Figure 9). Whether in low-rise or high-rise areas, high GVF seems useless in Tw cooling, which is reasonable since higher ΔT_a is induced by the high SVF and poor ventilation (Figure 9c,d).

In general, the impacts of GBI on Tw with different urban morphology are similar to those on T_a. As shown in Figure 8, Tw is dominated by sky conditions rather than urban morphology and land cover, which is supported by the simultaneous higher T_a and RH during the transitional nighttime (Figure 2c).

4.3. Influence of GI and BI under Different Sky Conditions

The correlations between temperature (ΔT_a) and different GI and BI parameters (GCR, GVF, NDVI, WCR, NDWI) are here compared between clear days and partially cloudy days. The results show that GCR and GVF have stronger negative correlations with ΔT_a than NDVI for both clear days and partially cloudy days (Figure 10). Specifically, on clear days, the negative correlation coefficients between GCR and ΔT_a are strongest in the morning (−0.51) and weakest at night (−0.32), while for partially cloudy days, the correlations are
strongest for both morning (−0.51) and nighttime (−0.54). This may imply that the cooling effect from evapotranspiration of GI at night is higher on partially cloudy days than on clear days. In terms of GVF, the correlation coefficients are strongest in the morning (−0.56) and weakest at night (−0.24) for clear days, but are quite stable (−0.42−0.48) on partially cloudy days. In summary, GI generally provides the strongest cooling effect on ΔTa in the morning. Moreover, the cooling effect of GI is generally higher on partially cloudy days than on clear days at night.

As two indicators of the BI, both NDWI and WCR are generally negatively correlated with ΔTa. Specifically, NDWI demonstrates the strongest correlation with ΔTa in the afternoon on both clear (−0.51) and partially cloudy days (−0.33). The correlations between NDWI and ΔTa are higher at noon and in the afternoon on clear days than on partially cloudy days, but lower in the morning and evening on clear days than on partially cloudy days. It should be noted that NDWI indirectly indicates GI due to its sensitivity to water content in vegetation and, thus, can have different effects from WCR on air temperature. On clear days, WCR has the strongest negative influence on ΔTa in the afternoon (−0.35) but even has a positive impact at noon (0.08). This can be attributed to the intense solar radiation reflecting off the waterbodies and heating the waterfront air, which diminishes in the afternoon (Figure 2c). On partially cloudy days, WCR is generally negatively correlated with ΔTa throughout the day. In addition, DistW is found to be positively related to ΔTa, with the strongest correlations observed in the morning under both sky conditions and stronger correlations on partially cloudy days at any time. When the analysis object becomes ΔTw, we find positive correlations between NDVI and ΔTw at noon on clear days (0.16) and in the afternoon on both clear (0.26) and cloudy days (0.19), which can be attributed to the process of evapotranspiration from the greenery that increases the water vapor in the air and further increases the humidity-related variable ΔTw. In the afternoon, correlations albeit negative, occur in small radii from 20 m to 50 m; positive correlations between GCR and ΔTw are observed in larger radii, suggesting that GI could induce warming ΔTw at the local scale. GCR has the most direct cooling effect on ΔTw on clear evenings, which could be explained by stronger evapotranspiration on clear nights than on partially cloudy nights, which is related to less residual water in GI with higher ambient temperature. GVF exhibits the largest negative correlation with ΔTw on clear mornings (−0.48), followed by the correlation in the evening (−0.37), indicating that the tree canopy may play a role in slowing the exchange of cooling air trapped in the street canyons at night with the air heated by solar radiation in the morning. As dew is common the next morning on a clear night, the moisture content of the ambient air near greenery in the morning tends to be oversaturated. Therefore, it is low Ta and high humidity that leads to high Tw.

NDWI and WCR do not show clear relationships with ΔTw in the morning and on clear evenings, suggesting that BI may not have a strong cooling effect on ΔTw during those times. Furthermore, positive correlations are found on clear noontimes between WCR and ΔTw (0.18), but these turn into negative correlations on clear afternoons (−0.13), possibly due to high evaporation rates from waterbodies under the most direct and strongest solar radiation at noon, increasing water vapor at high Ta and leading to higher ΔTw (Figures 2c and 8). On partially cloudy days, the strongest correlation between WCR and ΔTw appears in the evening (−0.24), however, it is insignificant in the radii smaller than 100 m. Therefore, the correlation might be related to the distinct waterfront urban morphology and GI rather than BI itself.

4.4. Limitations and Future Studies

In this study, we present a methodological framework for investigating the diurnal variations in the impact of GBI on the thermal environment along pedestrian walkways by integrating multiple data sources. Limitations include the limited time frame and location of the measurements, as well as the use of mobile measurement devices, which may not provide as accurate or comprehensive data as stationary measurement devices. We further
acknowledge the importance of conducting measurements in various seasons, including summer. However, GBI exhibits distinct but less frequently studied thermal characteristics in winter that can be different from other seasons. Conducting the experiment in winter can also complement the existing understanding of the impact of GBI on the thermal environment with different weather patterns. Additionally, the study can be biased towards cycling routes and does not include other modes of pedestrian pathways.

Future studies could expand on the findings by conducting measurements in different pedestrian locations and at different times of the year to provide a more comprehensive understanding of the thermal environment on pedestrian and cycling routes. Additionally, more advanced measurement devices, such as Lidar and video streaming, may be necessary to provide more accurate and comprehensive data. The study could also be expanded to include a wider range of urban forms and densities and to evaluate human thermal comfort indices, such as UTCI and PET, to provide more comprehensive information on urban planning and design.

5. Conclusions

This study investigated the impacts of urban GBI on the outdoor thermal environment along pedestrian walkways by conducting a mobile measurement campaign in Guangzhou (China) during winter. We investigated the heterogeneity of $T_a$ and $T_w$ and their correlations with urban morphological and land cover parameters (six building-related, three vegetation-related, and three water-related). Results show that both GI and BI show a stronger cooling effect on $T_a$ and $T_w$ in low-rise areas than in high-rise areas. Specifically, GI can lower $T_a$ by up to 0.76 °C in low-rise and 0.43 °C in high-rise areas in the afternoon and $T_w$ by up to 0.55 °C in low-rise areas (evening) and 0.16 °C in high-rise areas (afternoon). BI can lower $T_a$ by up to 0.63 °C and 0.46 °C in the evening in low-rise and high-rise areas, respectively, and can lower $T_w$ by up to 0.23 °C in low-rise areas (afternoon) and 0.15 °C in high-rise areas (evening). Compared to individual GI or BI, integrating the two results in enhanced cooling for both $T_a$ and $T_w$ in high-rise areas, but weakens $T_w$ cooling during noon and afternoon in low-rise areas. Moreover, different parameters, such as GCR and GVF, play a dominant role in cooling depending on the proximity to BI and the time of day. Away from BI, during the morning and noon in low-rise areas, the dominant GI parameter contributing to cooling is GCR, while it is GVF in other cases. Adjacent to BI, the dominant GI parameter that accounts for cooling is always GCR.

On clear days, correlation analyses show that GI (NDVI, GCR, and GVF) exhibit the strongest negative correlations with $T_a$ in the morning, while water-related parameters (NDWI and WCR) have the strongest correlation with $T_a$ cooling in the afternoon. On cloudy days, GI has strong correlations with $T_a$ cooling in both morning and evening and the correlations between BI and $T_a$ are similar at different periods. Different from $T_a$, the correlations between GI and $T_w$ are prominent in the morning and evening on clear days, while NDWI and WCR show the strongest correlation with $T_w$ cooling in the afternoon ($-0.37$ and $-0.13$, respectively). On cloudy days, the strongest correlations between GI and $T_w$ cooling all appear in the evening and the correlations between BI and $T_a$ are weak in the morning.

This study provides insights into the thermal regulation effect of GBI on pedestrian walkways and is useful for designing and planning climate-adaptive strategies. While urban GBI helps to alleviate the outdoor thermal environment on pedestrian walkways by reducing $T_a$ and $T_w$, the cooling effect of GI–BI integration may not be as effective as that of individual GI in some built-up environments, highlighting the cautious planning and design of GBI. Additionally, the cooling effect of GBI varies with the time of day and sky conditions.
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Nomenclature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BCR</td>
<td>Building coverage ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BI</td>
<td>Blue infrastructure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BVF</td>
<td>Building-view factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUHI</td>
<td>Canopy urban heat island</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DistW</td>
<td>Distance to water bodies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAR</td>
<td>Floor area ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GBI</td>
<td>Green and blue infrastructure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCR</td>
<td>Greenery coverage ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GI</td>
<td>Green infrastructure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIS</td>
<td>Geographic information system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GVF</td>
<td>Greenery-view factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCZ</td>
<td>Local climate zone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LST</td>
<td>Land surface temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUR</td>
<td>Land-use regression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MeanH</td>
<td>Mean height of buildings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIR</td>
<td>Mid-infrared spectral range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDBI</td>
<td>Normalized difference built-up index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDVI</td>
<td>Normalized difference vegetation index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDWI</td>
<td>Normalized difference water index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIR</td>
<td>Near-infrared spectral range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCE</td>
<td>Park cooling effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RH</td>
<td>Relative humidity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCI</td>
<td>Park cooling island</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUHI</td>
<td>Surface urban heat island</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVF</td>
<td>Sky-view factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWIR</td>
<td>Shortwave infrared spectral range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ta</td>
<td>Air temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tw</td>
<td>Wet-bulb temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UCI</td>
<td>Urban cooling island</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UHI</td>
<td>Urban heat island</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WCR</td>
<td>Water coverage ratio</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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